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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS, KAMRUP (M)

                        Case No. C.R. 2290 of 2016 u/s 138 of NI Act

                                                     Sri Biswajit Talukdar

                                                     S/O- Late Dharanidhar Talukdar

                                                     R/O- Chenikuthi, KKB Road

Bhaskar Nagar, Kalapahar

                                                     P.O.-Chenikuthi

                                                     P.S.- Chandmari

                                                     District- Kamrup (M)

                                                                         ………………….. Complainant

                                                                        -Vs-

                                                     Sri Shyamal Das

                                                     S/O- Late Anil Das

                                                     R/O- Palashbari, W/No. 1

                                                     P.O. & P.S.- Palashbari

                                                     Dist- Kamrup (R), Assam

                                                                          ……………………. Accused 

                      Present- Sri Nayanjyoti Choudhury, JMFC, Kamrup(M)

                      For the Complainant- Mr. K. K. Phukan,….Learned Advocate.

                      For accused- Mr. A. Chamuah….Learned Advocate 

                      Evidence recorded on- 05-12-17

                      Argument heard on- 08-01-18 

                      Judgment delivered on – 19-01-18
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JUDGMENT

1. This is a case instituted under section 138 of the Negotiable
Instruments Act, 1881 alleging that the accused Shyamal Das had issued 
one cheque in  favour of  the complainant  Biswajit  Talukdar  which was 
dishonored due to the reason payment stopped by drawer.

2. The brief fact giving rise to the institution of this complaint case is that 
the accused received Rs. 25,00,000/- only on different dated as advance 
on behalf of M/S Dharmeswar Kalita and others against sale of a plot of 
land measuring not less than 8.5  bighas covered by dag no.  309/310 
under patta no. 96 situated at Palsahbari Town (2nd Part) under Mouza- 
Sayani, District- Kamrup (R). However the accused failed to execute the 
sale deed from the owner of the above plot in favour of the complainant 
till date and in the event of failing to execute the aforesaid sale deed the 
acused returned the money by issuing a cheque bearing no. 132652 of 
United Bank of India dated 29-08-14 amounting to Rs. 25,00,000/- only.

3. The complainant  presented the cheque on 29-08-14 in his bank namely 
Axis Bank Ltd. Guwahati Branch but the cheque was returned on 30-08-
14 on the ground of insufficient fund and the fact was informed to him by 
his banker through a written letter.

4. The  complainant  served  a  legal  notice  dated  13-09-14  through  his 
advocate by registered post requesting the accused to make payment of 
the bounced cheque within 15 days from the date of the said notice and 
as the accused resided in Palashbari it can be presumed that the notice 
was received by him within 10 days from the date of posting i.e., by 23-
09-14, but he failed to pay and as such the complainant lodged the case 
against the accused u/s 138 of The Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881.

5.  The accused was called upon to enter trial and upon his appearance the 
particulars of offence under section 138 of the Negotiable Instruments 
Act,1881  was  explained  to  him  to  which  he  pleaded  not  guilty  and 
claimed to be tried.

6. The complainant adduced his evidence as witness in support of his case 
and exhibited some documents whereas the accused did not adduce any 
evidence in his defence.

7. The accused in his statement u/s 313 of Cr.P.C. stated that he was in no 
way connected to the allegation of any selling of land. The cheque was 
given in the course of his contract business with the complainant. The 
accused  stated  that  he  had  no  liability  towards  the  complainant.  The 
accused further stated that he had not received the legal notice.

8. I have heard the learned counsels appearing for the complainant and the 
accused.  Upon  hearing  and  on  perusal  of  record  I  have  framed  the 
following points for determination in order to arrive at a definite finding 
as regards the dispute in this case-

1. Whether  the  accused  issued  the  cheque  for  the  discharge  of  any 
legally enforceable debt or liability towards the complainant?
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2. Whether the cheque was dishonored for the reason insufficient fund 
in the account of the accused?

3. Whether  the  accused  received  the  demand  notice  issued  by  the 
complainant regarding the dishonor of the cheque?

4. Whether the accused has committed the offence under section
138 of the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881? 

9. I have carefully  gone through the case record and perused the entire 
evidence on record both oral and documentary. I have heard and perused 
the  arguments  advanced  and  the  submissions  made  by  the  learned 
advocate on behalf of the complainant and the learned advocate for the 
accused person. 

DISCUSSION, DECISIONS AND REASONS:-

10. Point for determination no. 1:- Whether the accused issued the cheque   
for the discharge of any legally enforceable debt or liability towards the 
complainant:

11. The PW-1 Sri BiswajitTalukdar in his evidence deposed that the accused 
received Rs. 25,00,000/- only on different dated as advance on behalf of 
M/S  Dharmeswar  Kalita  and  others  against  sale  of  a  plot  of  land 
measuring not less than 8.5 bighas covered by dag no. 309/310 under 
patta no. 96 situated at Palsahbari Town (2nd Part) under Mouza- Sayani, 
District- Kamrup (R). PW 1 mentioned the dates as Rs. 3 lakhs on 21-06-
12, Rs. 10 lacs on 11-07-12, Rs. 2 lacs on 06-10-12, Rs. 1 lac on 10-11-
12, Rs. 2 lacs on 21-04-13, Rs. 1 lac on 10-07-13, Rs. 50,000/- only on 
13-08-13, Rs. 2 lacs on 26-10-13 and Rs. 3.5 lacs on 26-10-13. The PW 1 
further stated in his evidence that the accused failed to execute the sale 
deed from the owner of the above plot in favour of him till date and in the 
event of failing to execute the aforesaid sale deed the accused returned 
the money by issuing a cheque bearing no. 132652 of United Bank of 
India dated 29-08-14 amounting to Rs. 25,00,000/- only. The complainant 
as PW 1 exhibited the cheque as Ext. I and Ext. I (1) was the signature of 
the accused. The PW 1 was examined by the accused side in that regard. 
PW 1 in his cross examination admitted that his evidence on affidavit was 
written by his advocate and he knew what was written in his evidence. 
PW 1 admitted that he signed the affidavit after understanding. The PW 1 
further admitted that though he had stated in para 4 of his affidavit that 
the money was received by the accused on behalf of M/S Dharmeswar 
Kalita but he had not stated who was M/S Dharmeswar Kalita. The PW 1 
further admitted that he did not know the description of others as he 
mentioned in para 4 of his evidence on affidavit. PW 1 deposed that he 
had not stated anywhere why he paid the money to the accused to be 
received on behalf of M/S Dharmeswar Kalita and others. It was admitted 
by the PW 1  that  he  had  not  submitted  or  exhibited  any  documents 
showing receipt of money by the accused person as mentioned in Para 4 
of his evidence on affidavit. PW 1 admitted that he had not exhibited any 
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agreement for sale of those lands as mentioned in para 4 of his evidence. 
The  PW  1  admitted  that  the  details  of  money  paid  to  the  accused 
mentioned  in  para  4  of  his  evidence  had  not  been mentioned  in  his 
complainant petition and in his evidence he had not mentioned that the 
accused took responsibility to execute sale deed. It was further admitted 
that he had not mentioned the mode of payment and place regarding the 
payment mentioned in para 4 of his evidence on affidavit. The accused in 
his statement u/s 313 of Cr.P.C. denied the allegations of the PW 1 and 
stated that  the cheque was given during a course of  business  to  the 
complainant and he is in no way connected to the allegations made by 
the  complainant.  The learned  advocate  for  the  complainant  in  his 
argument relied on the judgments of Hon’ble Supreme Court in Rangappa 
Vs Sri Mohan [(2010) 11 SCC 441] and submitted that since the accused 
admitted his signature on the cheque so the statutory presumption u/s 
139 of the NI Act would come into play. The learned advocate further 
submitted that as section 139 of the NI Act clearly says that it shall be 
presumed  unless  contrary  is  proved  that  the  cheque  was  issued  to 
discharge any legally enforceable debt or liability either in whole or in 
part.  The  learned advocate  further  relied  on the judgment  of  Hon’ble 
Gauhati High Court in and Manik Lodh Vs State of Assam [2007 (3) GLT 
207] and submitted that the presumption u/s 139 of the NI Act cannot be 
discharged by the drawer by merely offering a reasonable or plausible 
explanation. Such a presumption can be discharged only when the drawer 
proves that  he had no liability  as the sum, mentioned in  the cheque, 
reflects. This in turn, shows that the burden, placed on a drawer of a 
cheque, reflects. This in turn, shows that the burden, placed on a drawer 
of  a  cheque  cannot  be discharged by a  mere  explanation which may 
sound reasonable or probable; rather the explanation must be proved to 
be true. The complainant side further relied on the judgment of Hon’ble 
Gauhati  High  Court  in  Roiting  Singpho Vs Amit  Goel  and other  [2006 
(Supp) GLT 771] and submitted that in the event of dishonoring of  a 
cheque issued by the attorney of  a proprietorship firm,  the proprietor 
thereof cannot escape liability. I have gone through the judgment but 
found  no  relevancy  with  this  case.  On  the  other  hand  the  learned 
advocate for the accused in his argument relied on John K. Abraham Vs 
Simon C. Abraham and another [(2014) 2 SCC 236], Vijay Vs Laxman and 
another  [(2013)  3  SCC  86].  I  have  gone  through  the  judgments. 
Hon’ble Apex Court in Mandvi Co- operative Bank Limited Vs Nimesh B. 
Thakore [para 47 and 48] cited as “The case of the complainant in a 
complaint  under  section  138  of  NI  Act  would  be  based  largely  on 
documentary evidence. The accused on the other hand in a large number 
of cases may not lead any evidence at all and let the prosecution stand or 
fall on its own evidence. In case the defence does lead any evidence, the 
nature of its evidence may not be necessarily documentary; in all likely 
hood  the  defence  would  lead  other  kinds  of  evidences  to  rebut  the 
presumption that the issuance of the cheque was not in the discharge of 
any debt or liability. This is the basic difference between the nature of the 
complainant’s  evidence and the evidence of  the accused in  a  case of 
dishonored cheque”. Hon’ble Supreme Court in Krishna Janardhan Bhatt 
Vs Dattattraya G. Hegde [(2008)4 SCC 54] cited that section 139 merely 
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raises  a  presumption in  favour  of  the holder  of  cheque that  the  said 
cheque had been issued for discharge of any debt or other liability and 
existence of legally recoverable debt is not a matter of presumption u/s 
139. In Krishna Janardan Bhatt Vs Duttattraya G. Hegde Hon’ble Supreme 
Court further held that Courts must be on guard to see that merely on the 
application of presumption as contemplated under section 139 may not 
lead to injustice or mistaken conviction. The doctrine of reverse burden 
introduced by S. 139 of the NI Act should be balanced. Now as discussed 
above the accused in a large number of cases may not lead any evidence 
at all and let the prosecution stand or fall on its own evidence. In case 
the defence does lead any evidence, the nature of its evidence may not 
be  necessarily  documentary;  in  all  likelyhood  the  defence  would  lead 
other kinds of evidences to rebut the presumption that the issuance of 
the cheque was not in the discharge of any debt or liability. This is the 
basic difference between the nature of the complainant’s evidence and 
the evidence of  the accused in  a case of  dishonored cheque. Hon’ble 
Supreme Court in K. Prakashan Vs P.K. Surendran [(2008) 1 SCC 258] in 
para 13 cited that “The Act raises two presumptions: firstly, in regard to 
the passing of consideration as contained in section 118(a) therein and, 
secondly, a presumption that the holder of cheque receiving the same of 
the nature referred to in section 139 discharged in whole or in part any 
debt or other liability. Presumptions both under sections 118(a) and 139 
are rebuttable in nature. Having regard to the definition of terms “proved” 
and “disproved” as contained in section 3 of the Evidence Act as also the 
nature of the said burden upon the prosecution vis a vis an accused it is 
not  necessary  that  the  accused  must  step  into  the  witness  box  to 
discharge the burden of proof in terms of the aforementioned provisions”. 
In para 14 the Hon’ble Apex Court further cited that “It is furthermore not 
in  doubt or  dispute that  whereas the standard of  proof so far  as the 
prosecution is concerned is proof of guilt beyond all reasonable doubt; 
the one on the accused is only mere preponderance of probability.” Now 
on perusal of the evidence it is seen that the complainant in this case has 
not adduced any evidence oral or documentary to show that there was 
any agreement to sell the property as alleged in the complaint petition, 
the status of M/S Dharmeswar Kalita and others are not clarified by the 
complainant.  There  was  no  evidence  to  show  that  the  acused  was 
attorney holder of M/S Dharmeswar Kalita. No evidence is  adduced to 
show that any money as alleged in the evidence was advanced to the 
accused and he received the same. As discussed above the presumption 
u/s 139 of the NI Act cannot be extended to legally enforceable debt and 
the complainant has to prove the legally enforceable debt towards him by 
the accused.  But no evidence was adduced to show legally enforceable 
debt  towards  the  complainant  by  the  accused.  As  observed  in  R. 
Sankaralingam Vs Union of India [ 1996 Cr. L. J. 3387 (Mad.)] section 138 
does  not  run  counter  to  the  basic  principles  of  criminal  law  that  an 
accused must be presumed to be innocent. Section 138 and section 139 
will  come  into  play  only  on  the  existence  of  certain  basic  facts  and 
circumstances. In such a case, it cannot be contended that the general 
fundamental rule that a person is presumed to be innocent unless and 
until he is proved to be guilty, cannot apply. Sections 138 and 139 are 
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only  in  consonance  with  the  definition  contained  in  section  4  of  the 
Evidence Act. So considering the above discussions it is appeared to me 
that the complainant has not been able to discharge his burden to adduce 
reliable  evidence  to  show  that  there  exist  a  legally  enforceable  debt 
towards them from the part of the accused against which the cheque was 
issued, hence it is held that the accused had not issued the cheque for 
the  discharge  of  any  legally  enforceable  debt  or  liability  towards  the 
complainant.

12. DECISSION  :-   The accused had not issued the cheque for the discharge 
of any legally enforceable debt or liability towards the complainant.

13. Point for determination no. 2:-Whether the cheque was dishonored for   
the reason payment stopped and it would attract the provisions of section 
138 of the NI Act?

14. The PW 1 exhibited the written letter of the bank authority by which he 
was intimated about the dishonor as Ext. II The accused in his statement 
u/s 313 of Cr.P.C. denied any knowledge in this regard. There is nothing 
from the part of the accused in his defence for any rebuttal, so it is held 
that the cheque was dishonored due to the reason insufficient fund in the 
account of the accused.

15. DECISION:-   It is held that the cheque was dishonored due to the reason 
insufficient fund in the account of the accused.

16. Point for determination no.3:- Whether the accused received the demand   
notice issued by the complainant regarding the dishonor of the cheque?

17. The PW 1 exhibited the demand notice which was marked as Ext III and 
the postal receipt was exhibited as Ext. IV. The accused in his statement 
u/s 313 of Cr.P.C. stated that he had not received the demand notice. The 
learned advocate for the complainant in his argument relied on the 
judgment of Hon’ble Gauhati High Court in Fatima Begum Vs Sajid Alam 
Choudhury [2008 (4) GLT 988] and submitted that as the accused had 
not disputed his address presumption can be drawn as to the service of 
the notice. . The Hon’ble Supreme Court in C.C. Alavi Haji Vs Palapetty 
Muhammad & another [(2007) 6 SCC 555] held that “According to section 
114 of the Act, read with illustration (f) there under, when it appears to 
the Court that the common course of business renders it probable that a 
thing would happen, the Court may draw presumption that the thing 
would have happened, unless there are circumstances in a particular case 
to show that the common course of business was not followed. Thus 
section 114 enables the Court to presume the existence of any fact which 
it thinks likely to have happened, regard being had to the common course 
of natural events, human conduct and public and private business in their 
relation to the facts of the particular case. Consequently, the Court can 
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presume that the common course of business has been followed in 
particular case. When applied to communications sent by post, section 
114 enables the Court to presume that in the common course of natural 
events, the communication would have been delivered at the address of 
the addressee. But the presumption that is raised under section 27 of the 
G.C. Act is a far stronger presumption. Further while section 114 of The 
Evidence Act refers to a general presumption section 27 refers to a 
specific presumption. For the sake of ready reference, section 27 of G.C. 
Act extracted bellow:
Section 27. Meaning of service by post- where any Central Act or 
Regulation made after the commencement of this Act authorizes or 
requires any document to be served by post, whether the expression 
‘serve’ or either of the expressions ‘give‘ or ‘send’ or any other expression 
is used, then, unless a different intention appears the service shall be 
deemed to be effected by properly addressing, prepaying and posting by 
registered post, a letter containing the document, and, unless the 
contrary is proved, to have been effected at the time at which the letter 
would be delivered in the ordinary course of post. 
Section 27 gives rise to a presumption that service of notice has been 
effected when it is sent to the correct address by registered post. In view 
of the said presumption, when stating that the notice has been sent by 
registered post to the address of the drawer, it is unnecessary to further 
aver in the complaint that in spite of the return of the notice un served, it 
is deemed to have been served or that the addressee is deemed to have 
knowledge of the notice. Unless and until the contrary is proved by the 
addressee, service of notice is deemed to have been effected at the time 
at which the letter would have been delivered in the ordinary course of 
business.” So it is presumed as well as held that the accused has duly 
received the legal notice.

18. DECISION  :-   The accused  received the demand notice issued by the 
complainant regarding the dishonor of the cheque.

19. Point for determination No.4:- Whether the accused has committed the   
offence under section 138 of the Negotiable Instruments Act,1881?

20. The offence under section 138 is complete on the satisfaction of certain 
conditions which are that the cheque has to be issued from the account 
maintained by the accused and that the cheque has to be issued for the 
discharge of a debt or liability. It is further provided that the said cheque 
has to  be deposited within  three months of  its  issuance or  within  its 
validity  and  that  the notice  regarding  the dishonor  of  the cheque  for 
insufficient  funds  ought  to  be  given within  30  days  of  the  receipt  of 
information regarding the dishonor.

21. In the instant case at hand it is not held that the cheque was issued for 
the  discharge  of  any  legally  enforceable  debt  or  liability  towards  the 
complainant by the accused though it was held that the said cheque was 
dishonored due to due to the reason “insufficient fund” and the accused 
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received  the  demand notice.  However  to  hold  a  person  guilty  for  an 
offence u/s 138 of NI Act, 1881 all the criteria discussed above has to be 
satisfied, but in this case all the criteria were not satisfied.

22. In view of the above discussion it is held that all the ingredients of the 
offence under section 138 of the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881 are 
not satisfied in the instant case, hence it is held that the accused Shyamal 
Das has not committed the offence under section 138 of the Negotiable 
Instruments Act, 1881.

23. DECISION  : The accused has not committed the offence under section 138 
of the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881.

24. In view of the discussions made above and the decisions reached in the 
foregoing points for determinations it is held that the accused Shyamal 
Das has not committed offence under section 138 of the Negotiable 
Instruments Act, 1881 and as such the accused is acquitted.

25. The bail bonds for Shyamal Das shall be in force for six months.
26. The case is disposed of on contest under the following order

                                                        ORDER

In view of the discussions made above and the decisions reached in the 
foregoing points for determinations it is held that the accused Shyamal 
Das has not committed offence under section 138 of the Negotiable 
Instruments Act, 1881 and as such the accused is acquitted. The bail 
bonds for Shyamal Das shall be in force for six months. Accordingly the 
case is disposed of.

          Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 19th day of January  
2017 at Guwahati.

Dictated and typed by me,

   Nayanjyoti Choudhury                                        Nayanjyoti Choudhury

Juducial Magistrate 1st Class                                Judicial Magistrate 1st Class

Kamrup(M)                                                    Kamrup (M)
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                                                   APPENDIX

(A) Complainant Exhibits  :

               Ext. I- Cheque

                Ext. II- Letter from bank

Ext. III- Legal notice

Ext. IV- Postal receipt

(B) Defence  Exhibits  :

Nil

(C) Witnesses Exhibits  :

                Nil 

(D) Complainant Witness  :

          PW 1- Biswajit Talukdar

(E) Defence Witness  :

Nil

(F) Court Witness  :

Nil 
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